The Benedictine Promise:
Dynamics of Parish

The three elements of the Benedictine Promise, and the whole of Benedictine spirituality,
can help us see some of the hidden dynamics of parish life.
STABILITY As a parish we find God here and now
in the relationships and pattern of our life together.
CONVERSION OF LIFE As a parish
we find God on our journey together
and in the new places we will go as a
parish; in losing life to find life; in our
openness to transformation.

OBEDIENCE As a parish we find God as we listen
deeply to the world; to Scriptures; to the church, now
and through the ages; to each other; to the creation;
and to the deepest longings and prayer of our heart.

Benedictine spirituality is part of our Anglican DNA. It’s the way of the Prayer Book and is
embedded in much of the way we function as parish communities. We can make use of it in the
work of congregational development: 1) as a way to see and enter into the depth of our own culture
as Episcopalians and 2) because it is the spirituality of particular communities that have developed
a capacity, over time, to maintain their integrity while renewing themselves in adaptation to the
environment.

Looking at the dynamics of parish life
You might think in terms of the whole parish or of a specific event or experience.
What is the predisposition you see in the parish’s behavior toward stability, change, or listening
processes? Which direction do we generally tilt towards? Which is our anxiety often focused
upon?
In the parish’s expression of stability, conversion of life, and obedience what seems healthy to you,
what unhealthy? Is the stability simply being static? Is the conversion simply being driven by an
impulse to change? Is the obedience endless listening and process, too little listening, or a facade
of listening?

Developing a parish culture that is marked by:
Stability – Especially seen in Liturgy, prayer and relationships.
Obedience – Seen in our openness to listen, and respond to, one another, our bishop and the
larger church.

Conversion of Life – Out of our life of stability or obedience we see and act on new challenges and
opportunities for mission and building up the Body of Christ.
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